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ABSTRACT
Heterogenous and voluminous unstructured data is produced from various sources like
emails, social media tweets, reviews, videos, audio, images, PDFs, scanned documents, etc.
Organizations need to store this wide range of unstructured data for more and longer periods
so that they can examine information all the more profoundly to make a better decision and
extracting useful insights. Manual processing of such unstructured data is always a
challenging, time-consuming, and expensive task for any organization. Automating
unstructured document processing using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Robotics
Process Automation (RPA), seems to have limitations, as those techniques are driven by rules
or templates. It needs to define the template or rules for every new input, which limits the use
of rule or templates based techniques for unstructured document processing. These limitation
demands to develop a tool which can be able to process the unstructured documents using
Artificial Intelligence techniques. This bibliometric survey on Cognitive Document
Processing reveals the mentioned facts about unstructured data processing challenges. This
survey is performed on the Scopus database’s scientific documents. Various tools such as
Microsoft Excel, Sciencescape, VOSviewer, Leximancer, and Gephi for drawing network
data analysis diagrams are used. The study revealed that the largest number of publications
on Cognitive Document Processing had been explored very recently. It is observed that
universities/institutions in India are leading in the research studies focusing on this research
topic.
Keywords : unstructured data,document processing, Artificial Intelligence, Robotics Process
Automation(RPA),Optical Character Recognition(OCR), bibliometric analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the modern era of digital communications, various applications such as word documents,
spreadsheets, scanned documents, document conversion, PDFs, audio, video, and email
applications such as Gmail, Yahoo, etc. have brought about a surge of information. This data
generally falls under the category of unstructured data as it does not fit in any predefined
schema or format [1],[2]. Organizations are trying to get the benefit from this unstructured
data by deriving key insights to take the right decision which will be useful for their growth
[3], [1], [4]. To automate the business processes organizations are using Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) and Robotics Process Automation (RPA) [5], [6]. OCR extracts the text
out of scanned documents, PDFs, the camera captured images. Organizations are utilizing
this extracted text for analysis, processing, and editing [7]. Although OCR is a useful tool, it
is template-based [8] and does not work well on unstructured documents [9]. OCR is not
helpful to understand the contents of the documents [10]. Due to these disadvantages of OCR,
organizations are using Robotics Process Automation (RPA) to automate the business
processes [11]–[13]. RPAs are built to automate the repetitive, high-volume tasks that are
rule-based [14]. RPA cannot process semi-structured or unstructured data, since to get the
insights it requires some degree of decision-making [1].
So, there is an urge to develop a tool that can able to process the unstructured documents
using Artificial Intelligence techniques and get key insights from the unstructured documents.
There are no known literature references available that have been carried out on bibliometric
analysis on Cognitive Document Processing despite vast research on OCR and the
importance of RPA to automate the business processes. This bibliometric study aims to fill
the literature study gap using bibliometric analysis tools to understand the existing
information in OCR and RPA literature and to apply it to further increase the organization's
productivity. This will also help in directed research plans for the future development of
Cognitive Document Processing with value-added collective research among experts.
The bibliometric analysis provides the visualizations of the trends in research, keywords
correlation, author contributions, citations analysis in the research area [15]. This bibliometric
study would help researchers to find main authors with whom they can collaborate which will
help their future research work, quality journal available in the particular research, scope of

research in the different areas of specialization, and the degree of collaboration in the
research [16].
1.1 Bibliometric Analysis of Cognitive Document Processing
Researchers urge to perform the bibliometric survey which will help them to understand the
recent research trends and scope of research in particular research areas. The last page of any
book, article, or report tells the list of sources from which the information to write a book,
article, or report is taken. Similarly, the concept “Bibliometrics” can be used as a statistical
analysis tool for books, articles, or other publications [17]. It is used for the measurement of
research sources used in a particular research study. Bibliometric analysis can be used to
evaluate the performance of research happening in universities and organizations. It is a
remarkable tool to quantitatively analyze the research data based on articles, citation counts,
geographical locations, and various other quantifying parameters [18]. Research gaps and
Future work/scope can easily be identifiable with the help of a bibliometric analysis of the
particular research field [16], [19].
This bibliometric survey on Cognitive Document Processing can be used to get a better
insight into the research area.
The objectives of this bibliometric study are as mentioned below:
·

To recognize the different sources of publications in the field of research

·

To analyze the different language used for publications

·

To observe year-wise publications trends

·

To locate the countries contributing more to the research on a geographical map

·

To analyze different source types of research publications

·

To identify a network of highly contributing authors

·

To observe publications based on affiliations (university/organization).

·

To check useful publication by seeing the citation count for the publications.

2. GATHERING DATA
There are two ways of collecting the scientific articles, publications, documents, one way is
subscription-based access by paying the fees to get access to the required article, and the other
way is to access without any fees known as open access articles. Organization or institutes
library portal allows researchers to access the publications by registering themselves to the
respective websites accessing it via personal membership. Some of the popular research
databases are Scopus, Web of Science, Science Direct, Research Gate, and Google Scholar,
etc.
Scopus database is a standard repository for scientific documents such as journals,
proceedings of conferences, reviews, and book chapters. Scopus has a database of abstracts and
citation-based peer-reviewed articles for various disciplines such as science, business and
management, bioinformatics, medicine, arts, and engineering. Therefore Scopus is
considered as a persistent and accurate source whenever research is to be carried out.
2.1 Important keywords
The essential keywords concerning Cognitive Document Processing were divided into two
parts namely: primary and secondary keyword. Table 2. indicates the selection of query
keywords used as a search strategy for this research.
Table 2: Selection of search keywords for Cognitive Document Processing
Primary keyword

" document processing"

Secondary keyword using (AND)

“Artificial Intelligence” “Optical Character
Recognition”

Secondary keywords using (OR)

“ analysis “, “ unstructured data”, “big data”,
“retrieval”, “information extraction”, “named
entity”, “recognition”,
“cognitive” “classification”, “ character
recognition”

Thus the query used to search the documents in Scopus is: "document processing” AND
“Artificial Intelligence” AND “OCR” OR “analysis “OR “information extraction” OR
“retrieval”

OR

“big-data”

OR

“large-scale-data”

OR

“unstructured

data”

OR

“classification” OR “character recognition”
2.2 Results based on the initial query string
The Scopus database is an important unit of this bibliometric study. A query with selected
keywords used as a query string and was executed on the Scopus database which returned
312 publications. Table 3. shows different types of publication sources available for
Cognitive Document Processing. From the statistics shown in table 3, it is observed that
61.21% of the researchers have published their work in conference paper followed by an
article that contributes 33.01%. It is observed that publication in “conference review” is
contributed least.
Table 3: Type of Publications in the Cognitive Document Processing
Type of

Number of Percentage

Publications

Publications

Conference Paper

191

61.2179%

Article

103

33.01%

Book Chapter

10

3.20%

Review

5

1.60%

Book

2

0.64%

Conference Review

1

0.32%

Total

100%

Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
The search result was analyzed based on the type of language used in published documents.
Table 4. shows the trends in the language used for publishing documents in Cognitive
Document Processing. The English language is majorly used by the researchers to publicize
their publications while the other languages are least used as shown. The search shows only
02 Chinese language publications.

Table 4: Languages trends used for publishing Cognitive Document Processing
Sr.No. Language used for Count of Publications
Publishing
1

English

310

2

Chinese

02

Total

312

Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
2.3 Statistical data analysis
The research documents related to Cognitive Document Processing were retrieved between
2010 and 2021. Table 5. shows publication counts per year in the research area of Cognitive
Document Processing. It can be easily analyzed that the research area has contributed more in
the year 2019 and 2017. However, very few researches were carried out in the years 2010 and
2012.
Table 5: Yearly publishing trends in Cognitive Document Processing
Year

Publication Count

2021

3

2020

18

2019

47

2018

26

2017

41

2016

34

2015

33

2014

26

2013

21

2012

19

2011

26

2010

18

Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)

Figure 1. shows the visual representation of Table 5. A line chart represents a prominent
year for research document publication. The year 2019 has the highest publication count of
a total of 47 documents and 2017 with publication count of 41 documents. The X-axis
denotes the year of publication and Y-axis denotes the number of documents.

Figure 1: Yearly publishing trend in Cognitive Document Processing
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
2.4 Data assessment
Section 3 provides a detailed bibliometric study to understand the diversity in the extracted
literature, to know the significant research contributors, and the recent research problem
statements in the area of Cognitive Document Processing. It shows uniqueness in the research
area via geographical locations where the research is conducted, via affiliations of the
authors, co-author relationship, and journal titles where the research papers were published.
The analysis is done based on keywords used, number of citations for research publication,
and collaborative research work.

3. BIBLIOMETRIC SURVEY
The bibliometric study is performed using two different methods • Statistical analysis: Focuses on country-wise contribution to the research area, subject area
wise contribution, author’s affiliations, authors, source type, and source titles.
• Network analysis: Shows geographical locations, keywords co-occurrence, co-authorship,
co-citation count, bibliographic coupling, publication year trends, and collaborative research
with other authors.
3.1 Analysis based on geographic locations
Figure 2 shows a map of research papers published from various countries around the world.
This map is created using Google sheets. The data from the excel sheet which has two
columns country and publication count is copied to Google spreadsheet and by selecting the
map option in other charts a map is drawn. To know publication count for a particular
country, hover a mouse over a particular map area. The left bottom ruler shows the
publication count scale. The region in green is India which has the highest number of
publications i.e. 72 for Cognitive Document Processing.

Figure 2: A map of research papers published from various countries around the world

Figure 3 shows publications from the top ten countries for Cognitive Document Processing.
The column graph shows that India has 72 published documents in the Cognitive Document
Processing followed by the United States with 53 document’s contribution. Spain, Australia,
Japan, Pakistan, and the United Kingdom are the countries that contribute least to the
Cognitive Document Processing.

Figure 3: Ten topmost countries publishing papers on Cognitive Document Processing
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
3.2 Keyword’s Statistical analysis
Table 6. shows the top ten keywords searched by the Scopus database for Cognitive
Document Processing. A proper combination of keywords helps to identify the publications
in the required research area. Keywords indicate the researcher's query string and tell what
the researcher wants to search for. The following table shows the count of publications for the
top ten important keyword’s occurrence in the majority of the Cognitive Document
Processing research documents.

Table 6: Count of Publications of the top ten keywords for Cognitive Document Processing
Keywords

Count of Publications

Optical Character Recognition

107

Image Processing

88

Character Recognition

74

Information Retrieval Systems

70

Text Processing

67

Information Retrieval

50

Document Images

48

Natural Language Processing

40

Classification (of Information)

39

Image Segmentation

36

Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
3.3 Network Analysis
Network analysis is used to represent the relationship among different quantifiable attributes
using graphical formats. Many tools are available for the same purpose. In this bibliometric
study Sciencescape, VOSviewer, Gephi, and Leximancer are used to draw network analysis
diagrams. Figure 4-9 shows network analysis diagrams combining different computable
parameters on the retrieved Scopus database.
VOSviewer is a freely available tool. The fundamental purpose of the tool is to study the
bibliometric network on different quantifying parameters. The .csv extension file from
Scopus is given as input to VOSviewer. Three types of visualization analysis are done based
on network, overlay, and density. Figure 4 is the network visualization map based on a
combination of keywords and source titles extracted from Scopus. Keywords used in the
source titles of extracted documents are represented with circles. The high-frequency
occurrence of the keyword is shown with the bigger circle in the network diagram. Links
between the circles represent the distance between two keywords. If the size of the link is
smaller, the association among the keywords is strong. Keywords with the same colors

represent clusters of closely related keywords. The diagram has eight different clusters. Each
cluster is represented with a different color. The threshold value for the minimum number of
occurrence of a keyword is limited to 5 keywords. Out of the total 2408 keywords, 144
keywords met the threshold value. The relevance score is calculated for 144
keywords.VOSviewer has calculated the total strength of the co-occurrence links with other
keywords for these 144 keywords and for all the selected 144 keywords the relation between
keywords and source titles is drawn.

Figure 4: Network visualization diagram based on keywords and source title.
(Source: https://www.vosviewer.com)
Figure 5 shows the Reference scape network diagram to show the networks of bibliographical
references. The exported network consists of bibliographic references connected and with
Authors, Author Keywords, and Sources (journals) having Nodes: 228 Edges: 4676. Nodes

represent the entities Author or a Keyword and Edges represent a collaboration between
them. The following filters are applied to draw the network diagram in Gephi.
•

References cited in less than 2 papers are filtered out

•

References connected to less than 107 other references are filtered out

•

Authors present in less than 3 papers are filtered out

•

Keywords present in less than 3 papers are filtered out

•

Journals present in less than 5 papers are filtered out

Figure 5: The Reference scape network diagram to show the networks of bibliographical
references (Source: https://gephi.org/)
Figure 6 shows a “cluster of co-authors and authors co-appearing among the same papers”.
The collaborative work is shown among the authors. The link represents the collaborative
work of authors on the documents published. The threshold value for “the minimum number
of documents per author” was set manually to 2 along with the “minimum number of
citations per author” was set manually to 2, which resulted in 110 authors. Out of 866
authors, 110 met the threshold. For every 110 authors, 12 authors have a strong connecting
link and are shown with the colour link lines between them. For selected 12 authors,

VOSviewer calculated the “total strength of the co-authorship links with other authors” as
shown in figure 6.

Figure 6: Network analysis diagram of co-authors and authors based on co-appearance among
the same papers (Source: https://www.vosviewer.com)
The network diagram is also drawn by changing the threshold value for “the minimum
number of documents per author” to 2 and “the minimum number of citations per author” to
0 which results in 121 authors. VOSviewer has calculated the co-authorship relationship
with a minimum of 2 authors with default zero citation count for their publications as shown
in figure 7.

Figure 7: Network analysis diagram of co-authors and authors based on co-appearance
among the same papers with zero citations (Source: https://www.vosviewer.com)

Figure 8 shows the network map of the publication title and the citations received by
publications. Gephi open-source software is used to draw this diagram. The FruchtermanReingold layout is used to plot diagrams. The layout shows a 104 number of nodes as the
publication title is a collaborative work of the authors and 5058 edges. The edges were set
to “in-degree” property which means that the arrows coming towards a specific node have
cited that particular paper. The dark red color dot represents the publication title that
received the highest number of citations.

Figure 8: Network map of publication title and the citations received by publications
(Source: https://gephi.org/)

3.4 Discipline/Subject-area Statistical analysis
Figure 9 shows the division of publications in different disciplines. The pie-chart can be easily
seen that the majority of the research is carried out in the Computer Science area followed
by the engineering and Mathematics area. It is observed that Cognitive Document
Processing research has been also carried out in the area of Business, Management, and
Accounting with fewer publications.

Figure 9: Discipline wise analysis of extracted literature for Cognitive Document Processing
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
3.5 Affiliations Statistical analysis
Figure 10 shows the top ten universities and organizational affiliations contributing to the
research.“The German Research Centre for Artificial Intelligence DFKI” shows the
maximum contribution to Cognitive Document Processing research followed by the Indian
Statistical Institute, Kolkata. It can be observed that many universities are contributing to
this research with a different number of their publications.

Figure 10: Affiliation statistics for Cognitive Document Processing
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
3.6 Authors Statistical analysis
Figure 11 shows the top ten authors contributing to the Cognitive Document Processing to
understand the impact of a particular author.

Figure 11: Top ten authors contributing for Cognitive Document Processing
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
3.7 Statistical analysis based on Source Types
The meaning of “source types” of scholarly articles is the place where the original research
work is published. From the Scopus extracted documents for Cognitive Document
Processing, it can be clearly stated that 61% of the publications are from “conference
proceedings” followed by 33% publications in the “journal”. It has been observed that
“conference review” publications for the Cognitive Document Processing are not yet
published.

Figure 12: Source types for publications for Cognitive Document Processing
Source data access: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
3.8 Citations statistical analysis
Table 7 shows the statistics for the number of citations per year for the Cognitive Document
Processing publications. So far the total citation count of Scopus scientific 312 publications is
2193. Very few documents are cited from 2010 to 2012 summing up to 86 citations. The
publications have received the maximum number of citations in 2019 followed by 2020.

Table 7: Analysis based on citations for publications in the Cognitive Document Processing
Year

No.of Citations
Per Year

<2010

0

2010

5

2011

34

2012

47

2013

83

2014

137

2015

146

2016

219

2017

292

2018

384

2019

492

2020

343

Sub-

2182

Total
>2020

11

Total

2193

Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
The top ten publication titles extracted from the Scopus database that received the maximum
number of citations so far are represented in Table 8. It can be seen that the research work
with the title “Image Processing and Pattern Recognition: Fundamentals and Techniques”
received the maximum number of citations in Cognitive Document Processing research.

Table 8: An analysis of the top ten publications based on citations in the Cognitive
Document Processing

2017

2018

2019

2020

Total

2016

2014

2015

Image Processing

2021

Citations received by the Publications yearly

<2014

Publication Title

55

24

11

17

20

25

20

12

1

185

25

8

7

11

7

6

11

6

0

81

0

2

11

12

15

8

12

9

0

69

0

3

11

8

5

12

11

6

0

56

0

6

11

8

6

7

5

6

0

49

and Pattern
Recognition:
Fundamentals and
Techniques
A binarization
method with
learning-built rules
for document
images produced by
cameras
An ensemble
heterogeneous
classification
methodology for
discovering healthrelated knowledge
in social media
messages
Document image
quality assessment:
A brief survey
ICDAR 2013
competition on
writer identification

Patent retrieval

2

16

4

7

8

5

6

0

0

48

De-identification for

0

0

0

1

9

10

15

9

0

44

0

2

3

11

6

9

8

4

0

43

0

3

2

11

3

7

11

5

0

42

0

0

0

6

6

15

9

2

0

38

privacy protection in
multimedia content:
A survey
Arabic information
retrieval
Natural language
processing for
historical texts
Large-scale
extraction of gene
interactions from
full-text literature
using DeepDive
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
3.9 Source titles statistical analysis
Figure 13 shows the top ten source title’s statistic data for Scopus scientific documents for
Cognitive Document Processing. It is observed that maximum numbers of publications are
published in a source titled “ Lecture Notes In Computer Science Including Subseries
Lecture Notes In Artificial Intelligence And Lecture Notes In Bioinformatics”.The sources
such as “IEEE Access”, “International Journal Of Pattern Recognition And Artificial
Intelligence Proceedings” are less used by the researchers to publish their scientific
documents.

Figure 13: Source statistics for publications in Cognitive Document Processing
Data access information source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
3.10 Funding Sponsors statistical analysis
Figure 14 shows a statistical analysis based on funding sponsors in the Cognitive Document
Processing research. The top 10 funding sponsors are considered and it can be seen that the
“National Science Foundation” is the highest funding foundation followed by the “National
Natural Science Foundation of China”.

Documents by Funding Sponsor
12

Documents

10

8
6
4
2
0
Documents by Funding Sponsor

Name of Funding Sponsor

Figure 14: Funding Sponsors statistics in Cognitive Document Processing
Data access information Source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
3.11 A-K-J Sankey Analysis
Figure 15 shows the associations of top Author-main Keywords-main Journal associations for
the retrieved Scopus research publications. To visualize, explore, and download networks of
keywords and/or authors and/or journals this network graph can be used. For creating this AK-J Sankey network graph, a Scopus CSV file is uploaded and a network map of the top
authors, keywords, and journals and their association is generated.

Figure 15:The associations of top Author-main Keywords-main Journal associations
Source: http://www.scopus.com (accessed on Oct.02 2020)
3.12 Term Co-occurrence network analysis
Figure 16 shows the “term co-occurrence map based on text data” of 321 retrieved Scopus
publications. Terms will be extracted from the title and abstract of papers. Binary counting
which is the default in VOSviewer is used. The minimum number of term occurrences was
set as 5 in VOSviewer, out of 6843 terms extracted,344 met the threshold. The most relevant
terms with a score of more than 60 % relevance are selected by VOSviewer and a map is
drawn.

Figure 16:The term co-occurrence map based on text data
(Source: https://www.vosviewer.com)
3.13 Analysis of Bibliographic Coupling for research documents
Alike to co-citation a bibliographic coupling is a similarity degree that uses document
citation analysis to establish a similarity relationship between documents [17].
Bibliographic coupling methods can be utilized to identify 'hot' research points [19]. The
analysis depends on fitting limits for both numbers of related documents and the quality of
bibliographic connections. Those papers are called “core documents”. The “minimum
number of citations per document” was selected as two. Out of 312 documents,192
documents met the threshold. For these 192 documents, “the total strength of the
bibliographic coupling links with other documents” is calculated and shown in the analysis
map.

Figure 17: The bibliographic Coupling analysis of documents
(Source: https://www.vosviewer.com)
3.14 Theme diagram using Leximancer
A Leximancer 'Theme' is a cluster of Concepts that have some shared trait or connectedness
as observed from their nearness on the Concept Map. The size of the “Theme circle” has no
relation concerning its predominance or significance in the content; the circles are only
limits. Commonness is dictated by the number of Concepts present in the theme and this is
demonstrated in the “Thematic Report”. Figure 18 shows the theme diagram for 312
research publications derived from its relevance of concepts and their connectedness.

Figure 18: The theme diagram (Source: https://lexiportal-app.leximancer.com/)
Figure 19 shows the theme relevance diagram used as a thematic report for drawing the
theme diagram shown above in figure 18.

Figure 19: Theme relevance(Source: https://lexiportal-app.leximancer.com/)
3.15 Word relevance analysis using Leximancer
Leximancer is a tool to conducts a quantitative analysis of the principle concepts present in a
text and their associations with one another. Leximancer gives word occurrence count present
in a text with a percent of relevance with one other. Retrieved 312 Scopus research
publications are given as input to Leximancer to get the word relevance analysis diagram as
shown in figure 20.

Figure 20: The word relevance analysis (Source: https://lexiportal-app.leximancer.com/)
4. DISCUSSION
Research in Cognitive Document Processing is crossing its boundaries throughout the world
and it is spreading enormously. This study throws light on the importance of the contribution
to Cognitive Document Processing using the Artificial Intelligence research area.
The types of publications in the respective field of research are majorly conference papers
followed by articles. To refine and state the research idea, these statistical and network
analysis are effective channels. The English language is used by the majority of the
researchers to publish the documents. It is observed that minimal contribution was made
towards publishing the documents in the initial years of 2010 to 2012. The graph shows
incremental changes every year. The year 2019 and 2017 shows the maximum number of
document publications respectively in Cognitive Document Processing.
Countries like India and the United States are contributing more towards the research in this
area. It can be observed that conferences are the primary source types used by the researchers
to publish their scientific documents. Based on the extracted literature, it is observed that out
of 312 papers only five are review papers. Keyword analysis diagrams show that the most
significant keywords for Cognitive Document Processing are Optical Character Recognition,
Information extraction, document images, Natural Language Processing, Artificial
Intelligence, document structure, layout analysis, etc. The network analysis diagram on “Cooccurrence of keywords” inferred that the most significant keywords are present in the
retrieved Scopus scientific publications for Cognitive Document Processing. The query string
consisting of these co-related keywords will help researchers to get more accurate results in
Cognitive Document Processing research. Bibliographic coupling analysis proved that from
the retrieved 312 Scopus scientific documents,192 are “core documents” related to Cognitive
Document Processing research.
It can be observed that “The German Research Centre For Artificial Intelligence DFKI”
shows maximum contribution towards the research in Cognitive Document Processing
followed by the “Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata”. Other universities and countries are
also contributing to this research . From the citations analysis table, it can be concluded that
the maximum number of citations is seen in the year 2019. Publications got few citations

between 2010 and 2012. With the rising need to explore Cognitive Document Processing,
researchers can investigate this area that was ignored earlier.
5. LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT STUDY
The present study considered the available Scopus database scientific publications only.
Scientific documents from the other research databases such as Web of Science, Google
Scholar, etc. are not considered for the current research analysis. The selection of the
keywords used for querying the Scopus database is the author’s specific viewpoint. Different
combinations of the keywords yield different results from the research databases. Keywords
used for analysis can be re-arranged, modified, and updated as per the researcher’s
perspective and need. The publication year range between 2010 and 2021 is considered for
analyzing the results. Researchers may use other year ranges as a filter. English language
scientific documents are considered for this research study. The secondary documents and
patent data available in the Scopus database are not considered as part of the research study.
Further study could be explored by incorporating those sets of documents as well.
6. CONCLUSION
This bibliometric study attempted to show the statistical data analysis on the retrieved Scopus
database’s scientific documents that can be used by the upcoming researchers in Cognitive
Document Processing. Network analysis diagrams depict the strong relatedness of the
retrieved documents based on the co-occurrence of the keywords, author citations,
bibliographic coupling, terms relationships from the text data of documents, etc. It is
observed that before 2010 the research in Cognitive Document Processing was less explored
but recently researchers are understanding the importance of automation in the business
processes and thus this research area is gaining popularity ever since 5 years. India is
considered as the upcoming country for Cognitive Document Processing research with
around 40% contribution between 2010 and 2021 followed by the United States. There is
much scope of the Cognitive Document Processing research publications in various journal
sources since most of the publications in this area found are in the conference paper. The
exposure to the study shows that research must be geared towards the subject areas that
benefit society directly or indirectly.
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